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From: Cameron Holdaway
To: Engagement <engagement@ccc.govt.nz>

Subject: Re: Redcliffs Park Landscape Plan

Hi Tessa,

In response to your phone message today regarding the red zoned land behind the school buildings and use of for vehicle access. Can you please make mention of our view to the committee if we were to be successful in being able to use the buildings, as i/we are unable to attend meeting on Wednesday.

Access to red zone land for vehicle access to buildings due to requirement of equipment and materials movements, also the majority of members and public are elderly. Without this access there would be great risk of harm to people (falls/ slips/trips) having to traverse the park with materials/equipment if weather or park conditions are poor.

Traffic management risk of vehicles parked on the main road, increased congestion and risk from vehicle movements and access would be another reason to use the red zone land for parking for all park users. Considering the ability of the CCC to control use of this land it makes sense to use it for parking.

Please advise if anything else required.

Regards
Cam
Shed sec/tres